The Icon Ace Freestand

- Modular: Mount multiple Icon Ace Freestands side-by-side to create extra-wide video walls.
- Stylish: Perfect for events, retail, and corporate.
- Easy to assemble: Minimal components.
- Precise alignment: Fine X/Y/Z axis control.
- Adjustable height and width.
- Edge-to-edge mounting.
- Secure & safe: Increase safety and reduce theft risk with included screws or padlocks (not included).
- Configurable in arrays of 2x2, 3x3, or 4x4 displays.
- Cladding available separately.

Creating a video wall with no wall?

Draper® and SMS™ Smart Media Solutions offer a range of Video Wall Mounts that make it easy to create a stunning video wall.

But what if you don’t have an existing wall on which to build it?

The Icon Ace Freestand is a stable and reliable freestanding modular video wall that requires no separate supporting wall structure.

Questions? Contact Draper:

Draperinc.com  800.238.7999